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Getting Insurance Coverage For Your
Intellectual Property Claims:
Healing Advertising Injuries
ntellectual Property accounts for
the majority of all property owned
by modern corporations. Because
it is therefore fiercely protected, liability for alleged Intellectual Property
infringement is a major risk facing
corporations today. Indeed, corporations face lawsuits for copyright
infringement, trademark and “trade
dress” infringement, patent infringe-
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ment and piracy, antitrust violations,
unfair competition, defamation, privacy violations, and even blast faxes.
Corporations confronted with
such lawsuits should look to their
Comprehensive General Liability
(“CGL”) policies for “advertising
injury”
insurance
coverage.
Unfortunately, insurance companies continue to take an overly
narrow view of the broad “advertising injury” insurance coverage
included in CGL policies sold to
corporate policyholders. When
faced with insurance coverage
denials for “advertising injury”
claims, policyholders should be
prepared to contest them, considering the points below.
1. “Advertising Injury”
Insurance Coverage
Depending on the CGL policy's
vintage, “advertising injury” provisions may cover liability for copyright

infringement, trademark and “trade
dress” infringement, patent infringement or piracy, antitrust violations,
unfair competition, defamation, or
privacy violations. Coverage includes
payment of attorney’s fees incurred in
defending such actions as well as
potential recovery for settlements or
judgments paid in such actions.
In the 1970s, “advertising injury”
insurance coverage was marketed
and sold as part of the “broadest
package of coverage available to the
average insured.” Over the years
though, the “advertising injury” insurance coverage provisions changed.
The ISO Introduction and
Overview for the 1986 standard form
CGL Policy Revision indicated that
no change to narrow the scope of
insurance coverage was intended
with regard to the “advertising
injury” provisions. Noticeably absent
from the 1986 definition of “advertising injury,” however, were the terms
“unfair competition” and “piracy.”
The policy form was again revised
in 1998 and in 2001. These forms
combined “personal injury” and
“advertising injury” into a single coverage for “personal and advertising
injury” and replaced two of the covered offenses with other similar
offenses. The 2001 form included an
exclusion for certain Intellectual
Property claims.
Policyholders
should check their CGL policy to
determine which version of the
“advertising
injury”
provisions
appears in the policy.

2. “Advertising Injury” For
Certain Intellectual
Property Infringements
Courts have found broad insurance coverage for various Intellectual
Property claims under a CGL policy’s
“advertising injury” provisions.
Insurance coverage is expressly
available for liabilities from allegations of copyright infringement, which
takes place when a person or entity
exercises the rights reserved exclusively for the copyright owner without authorization. Courts have often
found that insurance companies have
a duty to defend and indemnify policyholders in copyright infringement
actions under the “advertising injury”
coverage provisions.
Insurance coverage also may be
available for liabilities from allegations of trademark and “trade dress”
infringement, which occur when one
party uses the mark of another in
commerce without authorization in a
manner deemed likely to cause confusion in the mind of the consumer.
Courts have held that insurance companies have a duty to defend and
indemnify policyholders in trademark
and “trade dress” infringement
actions under the “advertising injury”
coverage provisions
Additionally, insurance coverage
may be available for certain liabilities
stemming from allegations of patent
infringement. A number of courts
have found no coverage for patent
infringement, but insurance coverage
may be available for a particular fact
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pattern. Inducement to infringe a
patent often may occur in connection
with advertising or marketing activities. There are many ways in which
one can induce infringement of a
patent, one of which is through
advertising an infringing device or
method. Courts have held that insurance companies have a duty to defend
and indemnify their policyholders
against assertions of inducing patent
infringement. Also, courts interpreting the meaning of the term “piracy”
in certain “advertising injury” provisions have found that patent infringement is a form of “piracy.”
The 2001 policy form’s “advertising injury” provisions included an
exclusion for Intellectual Property
claims. Importantly though, actions
that allege “copyright, trade dress,
and slogan” infringement are explicitly excepted from the exclusion.
Policyholders should argue a broad
interpretation of these terms to continue to receive the promised “broadest package of coverage available to
the average insured.”
In spite of the recent changes to
the policy form, policyholders should
still closely analyze whether they may
find “advertising injury” insurance
coverage for certain kinds of
Intellectual Property actions.
3. “Advertising Injury”
Insurance Coverage For
Unfair Competition
Many Intellectual Property infringement actions are also accompanied by
unfair competition claims. Courts
have found insurance coverage for
unfair competition actions. The earliest case to address the use of the
term “unfair competition” in the
“advertising injury” insurance coverage context held that it applied to
torts involving harm to competitors.
Insurance companies themselves

have acknowledged, in a number of
contexts, that there should be no artificial limitation of insurance coverage
for unfair competition to archaic common law offenses only. The positions
of these insurance companies on the
unfair competition issue show the reasonableness of policyholders’ position
that insurance coverage for unfair
competition should not be limited to
an ancient common law definition,
rather than the common understanding of unfair competition, including
statutory unfair competition and
antitrust violations. Moreover, the
case law describing the bounds of
“unfair competition” confirms that the
term is vague.
Therefore, policyholders are permitted to argue that unfair competition is a broad term and many such
claims should be covered under the
“advertising injury” provisions.
4. “Advertising Injury”
Insurance Coverage For
Blast Faxes
Courts consistently have found
that advertising injury provisions in
CGL policies confer a duty to defend
and indemnify policyholders for socalled "blast fax" violations of the
Telephone Consumer Protection Act
(“TCPA”). Generally, the TCPA makes
it unlawful for a person to use any
telephone facsimile machine, computer, or other device to send an unsolicited advertisement to a telephone
facsimile machine. CGL policies typically define “advertising injury” as
“oral or written publication of material that violates a person’s right to privacy.” While insurance companies
have argued that violations under the
TCPA are not covered by the typical
“advertising injury” provisions, many
courts have held otherwise.
For example, the Supreme Court of
Florida in Penzer v. Trans. Ins. Co., No.

SC08-2068, 2010 WL 308043 (Fla.
January 28, 2010), answered a certified
question from the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the 11th Circuit regarding
insurance coverage under the “advertising injury” provisions for unsolicited
facts advertisements sent in violation
of the TCPA. The court held "that an
advertising injury provision in a commercial liability policy that provides
coverage for an 'oral or written publication of material that violates a person's right of privacy' provides coverage for blast-faxing in violation of the
TCPA."
Conclusion
Policyholders should continue to
pursue and argue for the broadest
possible interpretations of “advertising
injury” insurance coverage, including
for blast fax liability.
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